A better office is within Reach.

Instead of hanging storage off a wall, or pushing it up against a wall, why not just use storage to create the wall?

Reach offers a unique way to look at storage, a smart way to plan space, and a more organized way to work.

The secret? Efficient, two-sided storage space division with built-in files, shelves, doors, and drawers. It’s a smarter solution that makes storage more active, people more productive, offices more open, worksurfaces more workable, and organization more organized. Files, piles, electronics, and personal items are hidden away yet still within easy reach, keeping worksurfaces clear and ready for business.

Used on its own or seamlessly integrated with Stride™ or Terrace DNA™, a better office is within Reach.
Reach as a wing wall forms functional offices when more storage is required.

Reach integrated with Stride
Landscape™ surface: Clear Glass, Infinite Spectrum™ simulating PANTONE® 469 from the PANTONE MATCHING SYSTEM®
Panel fabric: Coast Headlands
Cleargrain® veneer: Burnished Cherry
Paint: Brilliant White, Silver
Seating upholstery: Edelman® All Grain White Leather (Graded-in COM)
Mesh carrier (mesh): Titanium (Lustre)
Frame finish: Polished Aluminum, Silver

Reach makes it possible to rethink how you design a comfortable, productive, and inspiring office. Built-in storage featuring files, shelving, lockable drawers, or doors efficiently accommodates files, piles, technology, and personal belongings. Day-to-day items can be kept within arm’s length and electronics charged up and close by. And with no storage under the desk, there’s lots of legroom and plenty of space to move around.

Reach metal storage contains 25% post-consumer recycled content and is easily disassembled for post-use recyclability. Reclaimed paint is used on drawer interiors.

65” high Reach cabinets provide functional, high-capacity storage, as well as convenient plug-and-play power capability.

Stride’s sit-to-stand worksurface easily adjusts to support a variety of tasks throughout the day.
A world without panels provides maximum storage in a minimalist floorplan.

Reach integrated with Stride
Landscape surface: Frosted Glass, Pearlescent Strata™ Shell
Panel fabric: Sawgrass Bamboo
Cleargrain veneer: Burnished Cherry
Laminate (edge): Frosty White (White)
Paint: Champagne Metallic, Silver
Seating upholstery: HBF Textiles Coco Knit Jersey Dress (Graded-in COM)
Mesh carrier (mesh): Graphite (Dusk)
Frame finish: Graphite
Light in scale and full of light.

At 50” high, Reach provides ample storage while offering an open environment with access to daylight. Reach can bookend open work areas while providing both personal storage for the individual and shared storage for the entire team. A variety of colors, textures, and finishes makes it easy to design a cohesive aesthetic throughout the office. So you can create spaces that give everything and everyone a sunnier point of view.

Reach maximizes access to daylight, meeting LEED® requirements and improving productivity.

The back side of Reach can make a design statement when dressed up with one of many available Landscape surfaces.

The top and bottom levels of Reach can face opposite directions. Tambour doors on the top extend the active worksurface, while lateral files on the bottom offer shared storage.
Using desks with screens for seated privacy is a light-scale alternative to traditional panels.

Reach integrated with Stride
Panel fabric: Mica Crystal
Desk screen fabric: Perennial Fennel
Desk screen painted wood: Brilliant White
Laminate (edge): Frosty White (White)
Paint: Loft, Silver
Seating upholstery: Perennial Fennel
Frame finish: Mineral Grey
A new perspective on space.

Reach can stand on its own in open, design-driven environments. It divides space and delivers power and data, eliminating the need for traditional panels. Instead, freestanding furniture can be seamlessly integrated to define workspaces without fencing them in, resulting in a fresh, light-scale office space.

Reach accommodates worksurfaces at standing height to fit different workstyles and the individual.
Reach defines spaces that support the individual and the team.

Reach integrated with Stride
Landscape surface: Frosted Glass, Marker Board
Panel fabric: Mica Anthracite
Cleargrain veneer: Burnished Cherry
Paint: Champagne Metallic, Silver
Seating upholstery: HBF Textiles Coco Knit Jersey Dress (Graded-in COM)
Frame finish: Polished Aluminum
With Reach, sharing is never a problem.

Reach creates a single space with plenty of storage where people can work individually and as a team. Equipment can be shared and kept out of sight. Linear worksurface shapes effectively support individual work as well as collaboration, while providing the perfect design complement to Reach storage. And because panels aren’t supporting overhead storage, they can be lower, which improves the flow of air, light, and perhaps most important, ideas.

Reach contributes to cleaner air at work by meeting LEED for Commercial Interiors requirements for indoor air quality.

The back side of Reach does double duty. It not only offers the functionality of a panel, providing a marker board for collaboration, but it also supports worksurfaces of various depths.

Full-depth, enclosed storage provides the perfect spot to store things you want close by, but don’t necessarily want to keep front-and-center. So your laptop bag or purse is easy to put away and easy to get to.
Reach integrated with Terrace DNA
Landscape surface: Clear Glass
Panel fabric: Tasanee Cumin, Trace Fog
Cleargrain veneer: Burnished Cherry
Laminate (edge): Frosty White (White)
Paint: Brilliant White
Seating upholstery: Brisa® White
(Graded-in COM)
Frame finish: Mineral Grey

Reach makes it easy to accommodate different functional work groups in a compact footprint.
Compact offices feel big.

Because storage is integrated into two-sided space division, Reach offers unique space savings and design opportunities. Customize Reach with files, shelves, doors, or drawers of many shapes and sizes to make an office that is more versatile, organization that’s more flexible. Then integrate a variety of ergonomic worksurface shapes and wrap them around you for open, continuous desking. Power and data access can be located at the base, at the beltline, and inside Reach to power up equipment and personal technology. All this helps small areas work harder and feel more spacious than ever.

Reach is designed to be durable for many years of use and reuse, which benefits the environment by saving raw materials required to make new products.

With Reach, it’s easy to access power and data throughout the office space, including at desktop height.

Tambour door storage is at desk level, so there is no uncomfortable stretching to reach above the shoulders or below the waist.
Integrated storage components are the foundation for a pair of opposite-facing offices and a very efficient floorplan.

Reach integrated with Terrace DNA
Landscape surface: Pearlescent Strata Glacier, Tool Tile
Panel fabric: Jet Set Belize, Perennial Fennel
Laminate (edge): Silver Mesh (Loft)
Paint: Loft
Seating upholstery: Perennial Fennel
Frame finish: Charblack
Achieve more with less.

With universal components, Reach is the foundation for a hardworking office that easily reconfigures as business changes. This smart, efficient design consolidates all your storage needs in one location. Non-handed worksurfaces support inward and outward orientation and can be set at any height to accommodate different workstyles and individual preferences. Because there’s nothing overhead or under the desk, you have a more comfortable range for work. And everything is within arm’s reach. All of which helps you accomplish more, more easily.

A lower material intensity means each Reach workstation reduces the environmental impact of manufacturing.

A convenient project drawer offers accessible storage for often-used desktop items or project files. Pencil tray and movable dividers can be adjusted to make the most of the available space.

Tool tile with organizational tools can be located at different heights on the back of Reach to accommodate user preferences while keeping it simple for facilities managers.
Stack up storage and start discovering more space.

With a smart and innovative design, Reach achieves more with less. Because Reach is so efficient, a more compact office actually feels bigger and works harder. As a result, Reach frees space in all directions, within each workstation, and across the entire office floorplan.

THE REACH DIFFERENCE IS REAL.

In a typical medium-sized office with 144 workstations, here are three ways you could use Reach to plan space more efficiently, create more collaborative areas, and save money.

Hire more staff.

In the example to the right, Reach provides up to 33% density improvement, adding 48 additional workstations.

Or expand your teaming area.

Reach could double your collaboration space, increasing it by 4,000 sq. ft.

Or cut real estate costs.

With Reach, there’s a potential savings of $110,943 each year.*

* $24/sq. ft. full-service gross rental rate, with all saved square footage unrented and not used for other purposes.
UTILIZE YOUR SPACE MORE WISELY.
Move from 8’ x 8’ traditional workstations to 6’ x 8’ Reach workstations, and workspace and floor space become more functional, comfortable, and productive.

Turn six workstations into eight.
With Reach, you can fit more workstations in a smaller footprint without compromising storage capacity.

Additional floor to plan.
Seven inches of gained space per cluster can be used for wider aisles, an additional bank of lateral storage, or a larger teaming area.

6’ x 8’ Reach Workstation
More efficient in 25% less space.
22 cu. ft. of storage
Reach
Statement of Line

All top-level models are available ported or non-ported in the back, and in widths to match bottom-level units. Integrated wardrobe top-level width is 12” narrower than bottom level to accommodate wardrobe. All models are 20” deep.

15”H Top Level (50”H Unit)

30”H Top Level (65”H Unit)

35”H Bottom Level
Order tiles and segment kits for back of units separately. All models are 20” deep.

Bottom-Level Wardrobe Units
Door can be located left or right on integrated wardrobe units. Order tiles and segment kits for back of integrated wardrobe units separately. All models are 20” deep.

Project Drawer/Lateral/Lateral 36”W, 42”W
Project Drawer/Lateral/Lateral/Door 42”W, 48”W
Open Shelf 36”W, 42”W, 48”W
Worksurfaces
Surface options include laminate with flat or wave-shaped edge, veneer, or Fluid Form™ with eased edge.

Rudder
Saddle
Combination
Rudder Cove
Jetty
Secondary

Configurations
Reach gives you the design freedom to define space division in any number of heights, widths, and storage configurations.

Bottom Level: Project Drawer/Lateral/Lateral
Top Level: Tambour Door
50"H x 36"W

Bottom Level: Project Drawer/Lateral/Lateral/Door
Top Level: Reversed Open Shelf
50"H x 42"W

Bottom Level: Project Drawer/Lateral/Lateral/Door
Top Level: Open Shelf/Hinged Doors
65"H x 42"W

Bottom Level: Project Drawer/Lateral/Lateral/Wardrobe
Top Level: Open Shelf
50"H x 42"W

Bottom Level: Project Drawer/Lateral/Lateral/Wardrobe
Top Level: Tambour Door
65"H x 48"W

Pulls
Arch or square pulls available on all models.

Arch
Square
Reach

Reach is a response to the many challenges facing facilities managers and employees: space utilization, overcomplicated ordering and inventory, increasing demands for paper storage along with power and data access, and the ongoing need for better organizational methods and improved workflow systems. Working with Cortet Studio, the Allsteel research, design, development, and manufacturing teams created this innovative integrated storage solution that facilitates organization and efficiency and maximizes space-planning opportunities. And we made sure it looks great, too.

For more information, please visit allsteeloffice.com.